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1. Introduction
Stage Harbor is critically important to the maritime interests and economy of the Town of
Chatham. It is Chatham’s primary deep water port, providing safe moorage and berthing
for over 1,300 commercial and recreational vessels. With assistance from the Massachusetts
Office of Coastal Zone Management (MCZM) Coastal Resilience Grant Program, the Town of
Chatham developed an alternatives analysis for mitigating recent severe coastal erosion
and shoaling that jeopardizes the viability of Stage Harbor. Specifically, the formation of
“Fools Inlet” in 2017 through the remnants of South Beach created a new hydraulic
connection between the Atlantic Ocean and Nantucket Sound. Strong, nearly unidirectional,
tidal currents have impacted sediment transport patterns, leading to more rapid erosion of
Morris Island and the man-made dike/barrier beach that extends to the entrance of Stage
Harbor. In addition, material eroded from the beaches and nearshore area is rapidly
shoaling the Stage Harbor entrance, leading to significant navigation safety and
sustainability concerns, as well as impacts to the long-term viability of the existing armored
tidal inlet structures. As the tidal regime associated with Fools Inlet continues to evolve, it is
anticipated that coastal erosion and shoaling mitigation efforts likely will be temporary.
To address these concerns, the Town developed an alternatives analysis supported by
quantitative hydrodynamic/sediment transport analysis tools to evaluate appropriate
measures to both mitigate coastal erosion and stabilize the tidal inlet to Stage Harbor. These
combined goals were aimed at ensuring long-term resiliency of the barrier beach system
protecting the developed waterfront within Stage Harbor, as well as the stability of the tidal
inlet that attenuates storm surge entering the harbor.
Tidal waters flowing between the ocean and the Chatham Harbor/Pleasant Bay estuarine
system and the developed uplands of southeastern Cape Cod have continually changed
through history. At present, water between the estuary and the sea is exchanged through
three discrete tidal inlets. North Inlet (formed in 2007) lies immediately south of the
southern terminus of the long (and unbroken for more than 10 miles) stretch of east-facing
Nauset barrier beach known as North Beach in Chatham. Geographically, it is located in
North Chatham in the vicinity of Strong Island and Minister’s Point. An approximate 2.5-mile
long barrier island known as North Beach Island lies south of North Inlet and protects
Chatham Harbor and the east-facing Chatham mainland. The second tidal inlet, South Inlet
formed in 1987, lies south of North Beach Island and north of the next section of the Nauset
barrier system, referred to as South Beach. Up until 2017, the north end of South Beach was
attached to the upland; therefore, it demarcated the southern end of the estuary. The “April
Fools Inlet” or Fools Inlet opened in April 2017, separating South Beach from the Chatham
mainland.
Since the 1987 formation of South Inlet, the Chatham Harbor/Pleasant Bay estuarine system,
as well as the pre-1987 portion of Chatham Harbor that was connected to Nantucket Sound,
has experienced significant morphologic changes that have created flooding and coastal
erosion concerns throughout the community. Although the historical and likely future inlet
migration patterns generally follow a predictable pattern, the implications of these
migration patterns to shoreline development and long-term coastal resiliency are less
certain. Specifically, the migration/formation of various inlets, shoals, and tidal channels has
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altered coastal erosion and tidal flooding patterns, which has led to rapid changes to critical
commercial and recreational navigation channels, often on a storm-by-storm basis.
Due to the rapidly changing morphology associated with the inlet dynamics, as well as the
influence of typical nor’easters, the Chatham shoreline along Morris Island is experiencing
both tidal current and storm wave conditions that have not been experienced within this
region since the 1960s. Specifically, the barrier beach complex in the vicinity of Morris
Island has undergone rapid changes since the initial breaching of the South Beach
connection to Monomoy Island occurred in the 2012-2013 winter season (Figure 1).
Collapse of the South Beach barrier that had for decades protected the area of northeasternmost Nantucket Sound (Figure 2) brought dramatic changes to tidal currents, shoaling, and
coastal erosion patterns along Crescent Beach and in the Stage Harbor entrance channel.
Tidal currents have rapidly carved away at Crescent Beach (Figure 3), leading to the loss of
over 100 feet of beach width since the breaching of South Beach and the formation of Fools
Inlet in April 2017.
More significant for the Town of Chatham is the increased dredging required to address
shoaling of the federal navigation project (FNP) at Stage Harbor (Figure 4). The average
annual volume dredged to maintain the FNP channel increased from about 5,500 cubic yards
per year (cu. yd./yr.) prior to the breach of South Beach to nearly 125,000 cu. yds. in 2020
alone. The negative impacts of the natural breaching of the barrier beach are also
experiences along the northeastern tip of Morris Island, at the location of the Monomoy
National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) headquarters (Figure 5). Recently, the combination of swift
tide currents and exposure to waves from open Atlantic fetches has led to accelerated
erosion of the unarmored coastal bluff at this property.
While the rapidly changing inlet and barrier beach morphology is the primary driver to
flooding and erosion problems along the Chatham east-facing shoreline, sea level rise and
associated impacts of higher storm surge levels will exacerbate potential risks to public
safety, coastal infrastructure, and natural resources. In general, shoreline and tidal inlet
stabilization are the primary project goals; however, it also is critical to ensure that through
the time period that these adverse conditions exist, any potential solution designed to
stabilize the beach system do not create adverse impacts to adjacent shorelines. Therefore,
this analysis of shore protection alternatives is focused on ensuring management of the
littoral system along the Morris Island and Crescent Beach shorelines.
In addition to the natural cyclical changes to the Chatham east-facing shoreline, alterations
to the outer barrier beach system led to historical shoreline management decisions to
maintain shoreline stability, as well as navigation safety, along the Chatham coast including
portions of the south-facing shoreline. Prior to the southerly growth of Nauset Beach past
Morris Island in the late 1960s, the natural Stage Harbor entrance was exposed to open
Atlantic Ocean wave conditions, as well as strong tidal currents flowing between the Atlantic
Ocean and Nantucket Sound. These conditions required proactive intervention to maintain
navigability of the Stage Harbor FNP entrance due to excessive shoaling. Over this time
period, the long-term solution developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to
resolve shoaling concerns was to relocate the Stage Harbor entrance further west.
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A chronology of the development of Stage Harbor is provided as Appendix A of this report.
The Stage Harbor FNP and Crescent Beach are both parts of the USACE project that
relocated the inlet to Stage Harbor 2,800 feet to the west of the natural inlet (Figure 6, with
original plan provided as Appendix B). The plan developed by USACE in 1964 involved the
construction of an 1,800-foot-long sand dike across the natural inlet to Stage Harbor, and the
cutting of a new inlet through the eastern tip of Hardings Beach. The project included a
1,500-foot-long timber pile breakwater constructed to act as a wave break during the
construction of the dike. Remnants of the timber breakwater are periodically exposed, and
have recently become visible again due to scouring tidal currents along the beach (Figure
7).
The breaching of South Beach and continued evolution of the barrier beach complex have
led to rapid morphological changes within the 1960’s USACE project area. Direct tidal
exchange now occurs between the open Atlantic Ocean and Nantucket Sound through an
opening in the barrier beach at Fools Inlet. Mean tide ranges on either side of the cut differ
by more than 3 feet, causing currents along Crescent Beach to peak above 4 ft/sec (2.4
knots) during spring tides. Due to the relative timing of the tides on either side of Fools
Inlet, flooding current into Nantucket Sound typically range between 1.5 and 2 times faster
than ebb tide currents. As a result, sediment transport in the region offshore of Crescent
Beach is nearly unidirectional to the west, toward the Stage Harbor FNP.

Figure 1. Aerial photo record showing the evolution of South Beach and Fools Cut over the last 10
years.
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Figure 2. Oblique aerial view of Morris Island Cut, looking southwest (May 14, 2021, Spencer
Kennard). Monomoy is to the left and Nantucket Sound is seen in the top of the photo. Morris Island
and Crescent Beach are seen in the center-right of the photo.

Figure 3. View of eroded dune face of Crescent Beach, looking northwest across the inlet and toward
Stage Harbor Light (April 22, 2021). This section of Crescent Beach was part of Hardings Beach prior
to the inlet relocation.
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Figure 4. Dredging of recent shoaling within the federal navigation project (FNP) at Stage Harbor.
(March 23, 2021 photo by Spencer Kennard). View is toward the northeast.

Figure 5. Coastal bank erosion of the unarmored portion of the Morris Island shoreline fronting the
Monomoy National Wildlife Refuge headquarters (May 3, 2021 photo by Spencer Kennard).
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Figure 6. Digitized 1964 US Army Corps of Engineers plan for the relocation of Stage Harbor Inlet,
mapped on a March 1973 USGS aerial orthophoto. Elements from the plan include the surveyed
MHW line of the existing shoreline, the alignment of the sand dike constructed to block off the natural
inlet, the timber pile breakwater (labeled as a jetty on the original plan) used as a wave break during
construction and sections of stone jetty built (Phase 1) and unbuilt (Phase 2) at the new dredged inlet
through Hardings Beach.

Figure 7. Oblique aerial view of Crescent Beach and the remnants of the USACE pile breakwater
(highlighted area), recently exposed by tidal currents through the Morris Island Cut (May 14, 2021,
Spencer Kennard). View is to the southwest, toward Nantucket Sound.
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This study was proposed to investigate engineering strategies that could be employed to
reduce maintenance dredging of the Stage Harbor FNP and also alleviate erosive pressure
on Crescent Beach. This study features an analysis of historical shoreline change along
Crescent Beach, estimation of future morphological conditions of South Beach and
Monomoy, and development of a conceptual-level engineering plan to alleviate shoreline
erosion and dredging of the Stage Harbor FNP.
Based on a combined understanding of the previous Nauset barrier beach cycle (that began
with a breach of the Nauset barrier directly east of Minister’s Point in 1846) and the
observed evolution of the present inlet cycle (initiated by the 1987 breach), predictions of
barrier beach and shoal evolution were developed to determine the likely longevity of the
high velocity tidal currents adversely impacting the Stage Harbor region. This evaluation of
historical information provided predictions for the next several decades of barrier beach
and shoal migration, as well as associated hydrodynamic conditions that may exacerbate
beach erosion. It is understood, a priori, that potential alternatives to address ongoing
coastal resilience concerns would be temporary in nature. This is because the natural
barrier beach growth of Nauset Beach and the Monomoy barrier complex will afford the
Morris Island and Crescent Beach shorelines protection from open ocean wave conditions
and strong tidal currents in the coming decades, as it did at times during the previous
Nauset barrier beach cycle.

2. Historical Shoreline Change
Since the breaching of South Beach and further evolution of Fools Inlet, the shoreline of
Crescent Beach has been exposed to strong and erosive shore-parallel tidal currents.
Visual observations of the shoreline following the breach of South Beach suggested that the
area was experiencing an accelerated level of beach width loss.
An analysis of historical shoreline change was undertaken to quantify the loss, and evaluate
the risk that continued erosion could pose for the beach and Harbor. Shorelines developed
for this analysis include a shoreline digitized using a March 1973 USGS aerial, a June 2016
(ESRI World Map) aerial, and an April 2021 RTK GPS shoreline of Crescent Beach and Morris
Island. Using these three shorelines, it is possible to compute long term trends between a
time near the completion of the USACE inlet relocation project and present, and also more
recent trends that have occurred since the breaching of South Beach. The April 2021
shoreline is used as the baseline in this analysis (Figure 6 includes a 4,970-foot-long reach of
the shoreline starting at the inlet.
Shoreline change was computed at shore-perpendicular transects spaced every 50 feet
along the baseline (Figures 7 and 8). Plots of total shoreline change are shown in Figure 9.
Average change rates are presented in Figure 10. For the 48-year period between 1973 and
2021, the maximum loss of width from the beach is 253 feet, which occurred in an area that
was originally part of Hardings Beach. A similar magnitude of accretion occurs at the east
end of this shoreline segment. The average loss for erosional sections of the beach is 171
feet. The average increase in beach width is 90 feet for accretional sections. The long-term
average rate for the erosional areas of the beach is 3.7 ft/yr, with a maximum of 5.3 ft/yr
near station 18+50.
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Figure 6. Stationing along Crescent Beach (based on the April 2021 shoreline) used to indicate
alongshore distance from the western tip.

The long-term trends in erosion at Crescent Beach are due to a combination of waveinduced erosion and the interruption of the sediment supply from the west with the
relocation of Stage Harbor inlet. More recent trends in erosion are caused by strong tidal
currents running along the beach, which has led to a large increase in the erosion rate.
For the more recent period since 2016, the shoreline has mostly been erosional, with a
maximum loss of 92 feet of beach width near station 17+00, and an average loss of 43 feet for
the erosional areas. Since 2016, the 430-foot segment between station 8+90 and 13+20 has
been relatively stable. However, erosion rates are as high as 19 ft/yr for the next shoreline
section to the east. Rates higher than 15 ft/yr occur in the narrowest area of Crescent Beach,
which is the western end of the 1960s USACE sand dike. At its narrowest, Crescent Beach is
120 feet wide. The elevation of the dike at this location is +13.2 feet NAVD.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the rapid recent erosion of Crescent Beach has formed a persistent
near-vertical scarp along the beach face. This scarp extends along portions of the Hardings
Beach system that historically was west of the 1950s (natural) inlet to Stage Harbor, as well as
along the western portion of the USACE-constructed dike used to close the historic inlet.
Due to the high erosion rates since 2017 at the narrowest portion of Crescent Beach, it is
reasonable to expect the beach to breach within the next decade if morphologic conditions
of the outer barrier beaches and shoals persist. Therefore, proactive temporary
management steps to mitigate ongoing erosion likely are warranted to protect harbor
infrastructure and sensitive marine resources/habitat in Stage Harbor.
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Figure 7. Shoreline change transects for Crescent Beach, between June 2016 and April 2021, plotted
on a March 2020 aerial photo. Transect lengths indicate the change magnitude between shorelines,
while colors indicate the average annualized rate of change, as indicated by the legend. The 2016
shoreline is indicated by the black dashed line.

Figure 8. Shoreline change transects for Crescent Beach, between March 1973 and April 2021,
plotted on a March 2020 aerial photo. The 1973 shoreline is indicated by the black dashed line.
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Figure 9. Total shoreline change for the 1973-2021 and 2016-2021 time periods.

Figure 10. Average annualized shoreline change rates for 1973-2021 and 2016-2021 time periods.
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3. Future Projected Conditions
The future evolution of the South Beach/Monomoy Island complex was estimated based on
the historical configurations and past evolution of the barrier beach in this region. This
estimate is critically helpful in the evaluation of potential solutions that will successfully
address the shoaling/erosion issues in the vicinity of Stage Harbor, while being costeffective. Past natural barrier beach evolution cycles provide a guide in the assessment of
how long Fools Inlet will likely remain open, and how long the existing sub-optimal
configuration of the barrier complex will exist.
The barrier island/barrier spit complex fronting Pleasant Bay and Chatham Harbor
extending southward to Monomoy Island has been well studied by the project team. A welldocumented ~140-year cycle in Pleasant Bay and Chatham Harbor of spit elongation,
reduced hydraulic efficiency, and new inlet formation has been disseminated through the
peer-reviewed literature (Giese 1988; Adams and Giese 2008; Borrelli et al. 2011). In fact,
studies have been conducted to look at the future configurations of the larger barrier
island/barrier spit complex (Giese et al. 2009; Giese et al. 2010). However, recently the
effects of sea level rise and shoreline armoring along the mainland in Chatham Harbor may
be affecting that 140-year cycle (Borrelli et al. 2016; Borrelli et al. 2019; Giese et al. 2020).
On April 1st, 2017, a new inlet formed through South Beach during a storm. A recent study
conducted by Applied Coastal showed primarily unidirectional flow through the inlet as a
result of different tidal regimes between the Atlantic Ocean and Nantucket Sound. Due to the
relatively high velocity of these tidal flows, sediment along the shoreline and within the
nearshore areas has been readily mobilized and transported towards the Stage Harbor
entrance. This has resulted in substantial coastal erosion and problematic shoaling at the
entrance to Stage Harbor. Therefore, due to the formation of Fools Inlet, coupled with
changing conditions due to structures and future sea level rise, an update to the geomorphic
model was developed for future configurations from the inlet formed in 1987 southward to
the present-day northernmost point of Monomoy Island.
Estimates for future configurations for 2040 and 2070 (Figure 11) assume natural evolution
with no large efforts to remove or place sediment or build large coastal engineering
structures that would modify the natural evolution of the system. Ongoing maintenance
dredging efforts likely will have little to no effect on these projections. By 2040 (20 years
from present) Pleasant Bay will be a single inlet system. The 2007 inlet will be the primary
inlet and the 1987 inlet will have “closed” as remnants of North Beach Island and South
Beach migrate west and weld onto Chatham’s mainland and North Monomoy Island. South
Beach will be attached near the present-day Lighthouse Beach in Chatham. There will be
some intertidal areas between South Beach and the mainland near the present-day
Outermost Harbor. The stretch from Stage Harbor to South Beach will be entirely intertidal
by 2040. Net westward sediment transport will continue to fill in subtidal areas as it has in
the past, increasing intertidal areas landward of the barriers.
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Figure 11. Terrestrial (yellow shaded) and intertidal extents of estimated future configurations of South Beach
in 2040 and 2070 (20 and 50 years after present).

By 2070 (50 years from present) South Beach will have elongated sufficiently to connect to
South Monomoy Island transforming the system into a single, long barrier spit. Although it is
not believed that the spit will be long-lived as there are many narrow, low-lying areas that
could be breached during storm events, it is likely that at some point it will be one long
contiguous barrier. South Beach will narrow along its northernmost section between 2040
and 2070, while new spit growth and southward inlet migration at the 2007 inlet capture sand
and starve downdrift areas. As the 2007 inlet becomes the primary inlet and moves toward a
dynamic equilibrium, more sediment will bypass the inlet around the ebb-tidal delta
providing more sand to South Beach. The intertidal areas will continue to expand through
sediment transport by waves and tidal currents, as well as wind-blown sand across the
barriers.
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The future shoreline position estimates informed by past history of barrier beach evolution
indicates that Fools Inlet will remain open to tidal exchange for a time period on the order of
a decade. On this time scale, structural alternatives to reduce sediment movement toward
the Stage Harbor FNP become a potentially cost-effective alternative to the ongoing need to
dredge the channel. Based on the recent erosion rates at the narrowest portion of Crescent
Beach, it is possible that a breach of the USACE dike will occur within the span of time that
Fools Inlet will remain open, if nothing is done to address the ongoing erosion of this
shoreline.

4. Alternatives to Reduce Coastal Erosion and Maintain
Inlet Stability
Recent studies of coastal processes at work at Nauset Beach and the inlets to Chatham
Harbor and Pleasant Bay (Ramsey and Simms, 2020; Kelley, 2021) initially shed light on the
unidirectional nature of tidal flows through Fools Inlet. The increased effort required to
maintain the Stage Harbor FNP since the breaching of South Beach and accelerated erosion
of Crescent Beach also help to quantify morphodynamic changes that have occurred in the
region. In order to gain a more complete understanding of the nature and magnitude of the
morphological forces at play in the region of Fools Inlet, Morris Island, and Crescent Beach,
a numerical model study was undertaken of present conditions and of engineered measures
that would help mitigate persistent coastal erosion and protect critical infrastructure.
Initially, an assessment of a broad range of potential alternatives was performed to help
‘screen’ options that either contained ‘fatal flaws’ or did not accomplish the overall project
objectives (i.e., stabilization of the rapidly eroding segment of Crescent Beach and reducing
shoaling within the Stage Harbor entrance channel to maintain inlet stability and navigation
safety). Prior to the quantitative coastal processes analysis, a qualitative evaluation of the
alternatives was performed and reviewed with Town staff to determine which
methodologies were appropriate to evaluate further in the modeling analysis.
For the quantitative analysis of existing conditions, as well as selected structural
alternatives, the Delft 3D Flow FM morphological model was the numerical code utilized for
the assessment. Flow FM is a flexible mesh, finite volume hydrodynamic code that includes
a morphologic model that can simulate tidally driven sediment transport and morphology
change. The model utilizes a grid mesh that can be constructed using a variety of polygonal
elements, with up to six sides. Sub-grid-scale flow modifying structures such as weirs and
thin dams can be specified for the model runs. Flow FM is an advanced code that can solve
three-dimensional hydrodynamics and sediment transport. Combined with Delft 3D Wave,
it can be implemented as a fully integrated wave, hydrodynamic, and morphological model.

4.1 Morphological Model Development
The development of modeling tools used for this study proceeded by first identifying and
gathering sources of data to parametrize the model. The types of data brought together for
this analysis include 2019 tide data in Stage Harbor and offshore Nauset Beach, 2018 LiDAR
bathymetric/topographic data, aerial photography, and sediment grain size information.
Tide Data. Tide data were available from a semi-permanent gauge maintained by the
Center for Costal Studies for the Town of Chatham at the Town Pier in Stage Harbor, and a
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gauge deployed offshore of Nauset Beach in the open Atlantic Ocean by the University of
Massachusetts School of Marine Science and Technology (SMAST). The Nauset Beach gauge
was deployed between June 24 and July 24, 2019 (Figure 12). A coterminous segment was
extracted from the longer Stage Harbor record. A comparison of the two records (Figure 13,
Table 1) shows that the mean tide range is 3.3 feet larger on the open Atlantic side of Fools’
Cut, and the maximum difference in the spring tide range is 3.5 feet. Mean tide level (MTL)
is the same at both locations. An harmonic analysis of the primary harmonic constituents of
both tide records indicates that the timing of the tide in Nantucket Sound lags the open
Atlantic station by 35 minutes, based on the relative phasing of the M2 principal semi-diurnal
tide constituent at each station.

Table 1. Tide datums for stations offshore Pleasant Bay (PLB1) and at Stage Harbor (STHB),
for the 28-day period (lunar month) period between June 24 and July 22, 2019. Mean range
is in feet, and tide datum elevations are in feet, NAVD.
Mean
station
Maximum MHHW
MHW
MTL
MLW
MLLW Minimum
range
7.2
5.3
4.3
3.8
0.2
-3.4
-3.7
-4.9
PLB1
3.9
3.2
2.5
2.1
0.2
-1.8
-2
-2.8
STHB

Figure 12. Tide records for month-long period beginning June 24, 2019, measured in Stage Harbor
and offshore of Pleasant Bay (Nauset Beach).
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Figure 13. Comparison of measured tides at Stage Harbor and offshore Pleasant Bay, for a two-day
period beginning July 3, 2019.

Bathymetry and Topography. A November 2018 USACE LiDAR topographic/bathymetric
(topobathy) survey served as the primary elevation data source for model development.
This data set was supplemented with bathymetic data in Stage Harbor from a 2000 survey,
and NOAA GEODAS data in regions that were beyond the coverage of the available LiDAR.
Aerial Photography. ESRI World Map aerial mosaic imagery from April 2018 was used in
combination with the 2018 LiDAR to specify shoreline positions delineated during the
construction of the model grid.
Sediment Characteristics. Characteristic sediment grain size information is a required input
for the morphological model. Grain size information from the modeled region is available
from the long record of dredging undertaken by the Town and USACE at the Stage Harbor
FNP. Using the available information from past sediment analyses, a D50 of 0.5 mm was
specified in the model runs.
Flow FM Grid. The model mesh constructed for the Fools’ Cut region is shown in Figure 14.
A close-up of the region around Crescent Beach and Morris Island shown in Figure 15. The
mesh is made up of 97,362 triangular elements described using 49,540 nodes. The minimum
edge length used in the mesh is 45 feet, with the finest grid resolution occurring in the area
between the Stage Harbor inlet channel and Fools’ Cut. Interpolated grid bathymetry is
shown in Figure 16. Grid node elevations range between -70.3 and +13.9 feet NAVD.
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Figure 14. Delft3D Flow FM grid mesh of the Stage Harbor/Monomoy region
.

Figure 15. Close up detail of the Delft3D Flow FM mesh of the Monomoy region, showing grid in the
vicinity of Crescent Beach and Morris Island.
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Figure 16. Map of bathymetry interpolated to the hydrodynamic model grid. Color shaded contours
indicate bottom elevation in feet, NAVD. Contour lines (solid light gray) at 10-foot intervals are also
shown.

The Stage Harbor tide record was applied to the Nantucket Sound open boundary. The
SMAST tide record from offshore Nauset Beach was applied to the open Atlantic Ocean
Boundary. Model output at the location of the Stage Harbor town pier confirms that there are
minimal changes in tide phase and amplitude between the Nantucket Sound open boundary
and the interior of Stage Harbor. The model was configured to run for 30 days, using the
maximum time span available from the tide records.
The model time step varies, and is determined by a limiting maximum Courant Number of
0.7. The maximum time step was set to 30 seconds, but is often smaller due to Courant
Number limit exceedances determined on the fly during the run of the model, where the
model computes the maximum allowable time step based upon the grid size, water depth,
etc. Model output at several stations and observation lines was output at a time interval
equal to the time step of the Stage Harbor tide record (6 minutes), including water surface
elevation, velocity, and sediment transport flux components. Output for the entire grid was
output at a one-hour interval, including hourly snapshots of the changing bathymetry of the
grid.
Examples of hydrodynamic model output at time steps where maximum spring tide ebb and
flood velocities at Morris Island Cut occur are given in Figures 17 and 18.
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Figure 17. Map of water surface elevation and tide velocities at the model time step that produced
maximum ebb currents at Morris Island cut, during the month-long modeled period. Vectors indicate
current direction and magnitude (by their length). Color contours indicate ocean surface elevation.
Yellow “X” marker indicated the station used for model output plotted in Figure 19.

Figure 18. Map of water surface elevation and tide velocities at the model time step that produced
maximum flood currents at Morris Island cut, during the month-long modeled period.
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In these plots, it can be seen that peak currents are larger during flood tide, and that the
swift currents are broadly distributed across the shallow region south of Crescent Beach to
Fools’ Cut. During peak ebbing tides (ebbing into the open Atlantic), velocities are not as
large, and are more confined to the channel that runs along Crescent Beach and Morris
Island.
The asymmetry of ebb and flood currents is also seen in the record of tide currents shown in
Figure 19. This record was output from the model at a station located near the entrance of
Stage Harbor (indicated in Figure 17). This record shows that west-directed flood currents
peak above 4 ft/sec (2.4 knots) and reach more than 3 ft/sec for a majority of the 30-day
simulation period. Velocities of 3 ft/sec and greater are typically indicative of flows that can
mobilize sand. During ebbing tides, current speeds infrequently exceed 2 ft/sec. This
asymmetry is due to higher tide stages during flooding tides and deeper water over the
Monomoy flats south of Morris Island and Crescent Beach, which has less resistance to tidal
flows. This leads to a strong west-directed net transport of sediment from Fools Inlet toward
the Stage Harbor FNP.

Figure 19. Time series of tidal velocities output at a station located to the east of the Stage Harbor
entrance channel, near the inlet (yellow “X” plotted in Figure 17), for existing conditions.

4.2 Alternatives to Reduce Shoaling and Mitigate Coastal Erosion
Initial evaluation of potential alternatives to address the rapidly changing conditions along
the Crescent Beach shoreline and adjacent Stage Harbor entrance channel consisted of a
broad range of potential options for addressing the ongoing erosion and shoaling concerns.
Any practical engineering solution to address these issues created by the temporary
increase in tidal currents will require actions with demonstrable environmental impacts.
However, understanding the extent and relative severity of the impacts and that the need for
any alterations is temporary and likely only be necessary for a period of between 10-and-20
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years, the potential use of temporary coastal engineering structures may prove practicable.
In addition, other non-structural or relocation of existing structural options were also
evaluated to ensure all potential options were considered as part of the overall evaluation.
Non-structural alternatives evaluated included the 1) ‘no-action’ alternative, as well as 2)
reorientation of the Stage Harbor entrance channel further to the west in the area seaward of
the jetties (see Figure 20) and 3) relocation of the inlet (and closure of the existing entrance)
to the west to align with the bend in Oyster River (also in Figure 20). Both of these
alternatives have potential merit; however, they require permanent changes to channel
alignment and the associated impacts, particularly for the relocation of the channel to the
west, of dredging an entrance channel in an alternative location.

Figure 20. Conceptual plan showing two separate non-structural alternatives for Stage Harbor inlet,
including 1) re-alignment of the inlet channel to the west (orange-hash polygon) and 2) relocation
3,900 feet to the northwest (blue-hash polygon) to the bend of Oyster River together with infilling of
the existing inlet (green shaded area).

No Action Alternative. The ‘no action’ alternative would allow the temporary morphologic
conditions to continue and likely exacerbate coastal erosion of Crescent Beach. It is
anticipated that tidal inlet shoaling within the Stage Harbor entrance will continue at its
present rate. In 2020, a total of ±123,000 cubic yards were dredged within portions of the
entrance channel as part of three separate maintenance events (Foth, 2021). Much of this
work was performed to clear the channel that had shoaled over the approximate 2-to-3-year
period since the rate of material settling within the Stage Harbor entrance channel rapidly
increased due to the altered sediment transport regime caused by formation of Fools Inlet in
2017. In 2021, approximately 30,000 cubic yards were hydraulically removed and
additional work with the USACE began in June 2021 to dredge another 50,000 cubic yards.
It is anticipated that 50,000 to 80,000 cubic yards of dredging will be required annually to
maintain the Stage Harbor entrance, with increased dredging requirements during years of
increased storm activity (nor’easters).
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While a large volume of sediment is available from the series of shoals and channels
fronting Morris Island and Crescent Beach, a significant source of sediment is also the
shoreline of areas affected by the increased tidal currents as illustrated for Morris Island
(Figure 5) and Crescent Beach (Figures 3 and 7). The ‘no action’ alternative would allow
ongoing coastal erosion to continue unabated until Fools Inlet eventually infills over the next
10-to-20 years. Based upon recent shoreline change rates for Crescent Beach and the
remaining width of the barrier spit, it is anticipated that the barrier beach will breach
sometime in the next decade if proactive steps are not taken to mitigate coastal erosion
along Crescent Beach. Similar to increased dredging volumes required to maintain the
Stage Harbor entrance channel, storm activity can increase erosion rates and lead to more
rapid recession and loss of the Crescent Beach barrier spit. Loss of the Crescent beach
barrier would expose infrastructure within the harbor to more severe wave and storm surge
conditions and damage important ecological resources and habitat in the Harbor.
The existing conditions require substantial Town financial resources to maintain safe
navigation for Stage Harbor, with an understanding that continued erosion of the barrier
beach fronting Stage Harbor will lead to eventual loss of the beach and associated loss of
coastal resiliency for harbor infrastructure. In addition, it is unlikely that the present
entrance channel dredging approach is sustainable in the long-term, as the tidal/wave
conditions are challenging for the County Dredging Program and the dredging volumes
required on an annual basis likely exceed the availability of the County and USACE
resources; therefore, future dredging costs will increase. Overall, the ‘no action’ alternative
was determined to be unacceptable since it would not achieve the project goals of
maintaining the barrier beach system to provide coastal resiliency and reducing
maintenance dredging requirements to ensure navigation safety.
Inlet Relocation. Relocation of the inlet to a position shown in Figure 20 would cause the
permanent environmental impacts, including: loss of threatened and/or endangered habitat
for nesting shorebirds, alteration and loss of both existing intertidal and subtidal habitat
within the newly dredged channel, alteration of an existing barrier beach and marsh, and
introduction of substantial boat traffic into a shallow channel bounded by stable fringing salt
marsh vegetation. Due to the excessive environmental impacts associated with the inlet
relocation concept, this alternative was discounted from further consideration.
An additional non-structural concept incorporated the potential for realignment of the Stage
Harbor navigation channel further to the west seaward of the existing jetties. Unlike inlet
relocation, this alternative does not create substantial environmental impacts to upland or
intertidal resource areas. However, the realignment of the entrance channel cannot mitigate
for the ongoing shoaling immediately seaward of the existing jetties and any reduction in
maintenance dredging requirements would likely be short-lived. Therefore, this alternative
does not accomplish the navigation shoaling reduction sought by the Town. In addition,
neither the inlet relocation nor navigation channel realignment addresses concerns
regarding ongoing erosion along Crescent Beach. These potential options were eliminated
from further consideration as they did not meet the project objectives.
Structural Alternatives. The adverse impacts to the Stage Harbor FNP and Crescent Beach
associated with the collapse of South Beach and the further evolution of Fools Inlet have
hydraulic aspects that are common in riverine settings, particularly at river bends. The
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strong west-dominated, shore-parallel flows along the shoreline of Morris Island and
Crescent Beach create a flow environment similar to what is experienced in a river. Due to
this similarity, the initial investigation of structural alternatives to alleviate both offshore
sediment movement and upland erosion looked to river engineering experience for
concepts that could be applied in the marine environment in the vicinity of the Stage Harbor
entrance.
Structural options utilized by river engineers include familiar types often found in the coastal
environment, such as arrays of shoreline perpendicular structures that act similar to groins,
and rock revetments. Many of these structures could be designed to allow removal once
they are no longer needed; therefore, it could be considered temporary in nature. Other
options include river chevrons (Figure 21) and Iowa Vanes (Figure 22). River chevrons are a
class of structure used to redirect flow to reduce shoaling in navigation channels. Iowa
vanes are used to redirect flow to reduce scour and undercutting of the river bank and
encourage shoaling and accretion of river sediment at an eroding river bend.

Figure 21. River chevrons constructed in the Mississippi River (US Army, 2011).

Figure 22. Constriction of an Iowa Vane installation (right) and subsequent accretion attributed to the
effect of the vanes (Iowa DNR, 2006).
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To be successful, any coastal engineering plan must have components that work together to
both reduce infilling of the Stage Harbor FNP and stabilize the Crescent Beach shoreline.
Considering the scale and nature of hydrodynamic forces at work in the vicinity of Stage
Harbor, concepts that include chevrons, Iowa Vanes, groins and jetties would have
associated challenges which would make achieving these project goals difficult, including:
Chevrons. Arrays of river chevrons are constructed parallel to the axis of the river
channel (USACE, 2012), which is not the situation at the Stage Harbor FNP, where tidal
flows are essentially oriented perpendicular to the channel axis. It is not likely that
chevrons would have any positive impact on erosion at Crescent Beach.
Iowa Vanes. Iowa vane arrays are placed along the outside bank of a river bend. They
are designed to redirect bottom currents toward the bank, and against recirculating
currents that act to carve away at the outer bank of the river. Their effect is to interrupt this
recirculating current and foster deposition of sediment against the outer river bank.
Because the structure of the tidal flow along Crescent Beach does not have the
recirculating, vertical overturning current characteristic of river bends, they likely would
not perform in the manner that they are designed to function, and would not cause
accretion at the shoreline. Iowa vanes deployed by themselves as a measure to reduce
erosion at the beach likely would not have an impact on shoaling at the Stage Harbor FNP,
positive or negative.
Groins. While groins could be deployed to reduce erosion at Crescent Beach, like the
Iowa Vanes, it is not possible that they would have any useful influence on shoaling at the
Stage Harbor FNP, as much of the sediment transport causing shoaling within the Stage
Harbor entrance channel occurs offshore in areas that would not be influenced by groins.
Jetty. A long jetty constructed along the eastern edge of the Stage Harbor inlet channel,
with its base at the western tip of Crescent Beach, would need to be over 2,300 feet long to
protect the area of the existing channel that has been infilling. The extreme length (nearly
as long as the 2,500-foot-long Cape Cod Canal jetty) would make the structure expensive
and difficult to permit. Further, a jetty positioned at the inlet would have no impact on
erosion along Crescent Beach.
Though these options do not provide the needed combination of erosion control and
shoaling reduction by themselves, they do have features that inspire development of
alternate concepts that would be better able to achieve these goals. It was considered that
some sort of shore-connected groin or jetty, located somewhere along the mid-section of
Crescent Beach, would be needed in order to train tidal currents away from the Crescent
Beach shoreline. Specifically, a shore-attached component of the shore protection approach
was considered necessary to prevent tidal currents from being redirected and intensified
landward of structural features and potentially exacerbating shoreline erosion of Crescent
Beach. The idea of an array of vanes remained appealing as they could be used to extend
the flow area influenced by the groin/jetty, while occupying less footprint than a solid
structure. Similar to chevrons, it was considered that an array of vanes could be used to
redirect tidal flows away from Crescent Beach and the Stage Harbor FNP by increasing the
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resistance to flow in the vicinity of the shoreline. The increased resistance would redirect
the main flow field of tidal currents in the Morris Island Cut farther south, leading to a
reduction of velocities adjacent to Crescent Beach and reducing sediment transport
directed toward the Stage Harbor FNP. By reducing tidal currents within the array of vanes,
sediment deposition also will be enhanced; therefore, installation of vanes will improve the
long-term stability of Crescent Beach.
A desirable feature of any proposed alternative would be provisions for easy removal when
future conditions allow, given that the ongoing evolution of Fools Inlet and the
Nauset/Monomoy barrier complex is predicted to eventually infill of the cut over the next
two decades. Vanes and any shore-connected structures could be constructed from sheet
pile driven with vibratory hammers, allowing for simple removal utilizing the same
equipment required for installation. Based on the estimated continued progression of the
barrier cycle, the design life of the project would be approximately10 to 20 years, after
which it would be removed.

4.3 Initial Modeling of Alternative Arrays
The Delft 3D model of Fools Inlet and surrounding areas was used to quantitatively model
several alternative jetty and vane configurations to determine how varying aspects such as
jetty length, vane orientation, offshore extent, and position along Crescent Beach would
affect the ability of the structure array to achieve project goals. Structures were included in
the model runs using the “thin dam” structure class available in Delft 3D Flow FM.
Simulation of structural elements as thin dams allows the model to assess reductions in tidal
currents created by the flow blockage, as well as the associated changes to sediment
deposition and scour patterns.
Beyond the main project goals of reducing dredging at the Stage Harbor FNP and
maintaining the stability of Crescent Beach, the general guiding principles used in the
development of the alternatives include:
1) minimizing the scale of the structural elements to achieve the project goals with the
least amount of environmental impact,
2) limiting obtrusion of project elements into the limits of the Monomoy NWR,
3) limiting adverse impacts to the 1964 USACE project elements, including the sand
dike at Crescent Beach,
4) providing a configuration that could be successfully implemented as a temporary
measure, with a design life of about 10 to 20 years, that can be easily removed when
no longer required.
Using these guidelines, a group of seven structure alternatives where developed, based on
the conceptual layouts shown in Figure 23. The particulars of each modeled array are listed
in Table 2. Conceptual array “A” from Figure 23 is further split into A.0 and A.1, for jetty
alone and jetty with vanes alternatives, respectively.
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Figure 23. Modeled current training structure array alternatives. Boundary of the Monomoy NWR is
indicated by the black dashed line.

These options where run in the Delft 3D hydrodynamic model, to determine how the flow
field between Morris Island and the Stage Harbor FNP where modified. The best performers
from this group were evaluated further using the full morphological model. Comparisons of
hydrodynamic model output for each alternative are shown in Figures 24 through 30. In
these plots, color contours show areas of increased and decreased velocity magnitude at a
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single model time step, where the largest flood tide velocities occurred at Morris Island Cut,
compared to existing, non-structured conditions (alternatively, “without project”
conditions).
Table 2. Dimensions and particulars of modeled conceptual structure arrays.
Groin No. of
Vane Total array
Alternative
Description
length vanes length
length
A.0
543
0
55
543
Groin alone
A.1
543
7
40
931
Groin with flow-parallel vanes
B
543
11
42
988
Groin with flow-perpendicular vanes
C
185
19
31
981
Short groin with vanes
D
285
21
32
930
Short groin with vanes east
E
740
11
31
1088
Dogleg groin with vanes east
F
639
11
55
977
Groin with vanes at USACE dike
Alternative A.0 and A.1 results in Figure 24 and 25 indicate that the addition of flow parallel
vanes to the groin does not lead to increased flow training capability. The vanes are too
short to appreciably redirect tidal flows farther south, and away from the Stage Harbor FNP.
The presence of the groin leads to the development of a large shadow area downstream of
the structure, which would lessen erosional forces at the western end of Crescent Beach.
With Alternative B (Figure 26), the vanes are turned to be perpendicular with the primary
axis of tidal flows. The result is to substantially increase the region of reduced currents
compared to Alternative A.1, while only increasing the cumulative structure length by ~6%.
When the groin is reduced in length by 66% (358 feet) and replaced by eight additional
vanes in Alternative C (Figure 27), the effectiveness of the array is reduced. At the Stage
Harbor channel and along the Western shoreline of Crescent Beach, currents are higher
compared to Alternative B.
When the array is located 500 feet farther to the east on Crescent Beach for Alternative D
(Figure 28), the short groin is better able to reduce currents along the downstream
shoreline. However, the reduction in currents at the Stage Harbor FNP and the areas west of
the channel is appreciably less for this configuration. By locating the array farther west, all
components of this structural array are outside of the Monomoy NWR boundaries.
In Alternative E (Figure 29), a longer dog-leg groin is used to increase the array’s
resistance to flow. The dog-leg groin allows the landward end of the structure to be located
outside of the USACE sand dike footprint; therefore, there would be no direct impact to the
existing USACE project. This configuration produces the strongest response in tidal current
modifications, with a downstream shadow area that extends past the Stage Harbor channel,
and farther south compared to Alternative B. However, the orientation of the dog-leg does
raise concerns that a gyre current could be set up upstream of the jetty in the presence of
strong alongshore tidal current, which could exacerbate erosional pressures at the
narrowest spot of Crescent Beach.
Finally, Alternative F (Figure 30) is an array with a combined structure length that is slightly
less than Alternative B, and is positioned 1300 feet farther east. The landward end of the
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groin is placed within the footprint of the USACE dike, but all elements of this array are
positioned outside of the boundary of the Monomoy NWR. This alternative influences tidal
velocities similar to Alternative E, but the orientation of the groin is less conducive to the
formation of a recirculating current on the upstream side of the structure. Velocity
reductions at the Stage Harbor FNP are slightly less than for Alternative B, but the overall
area of reduced currents is larger for Alternative F.
Based on the hydrodynamic model results of the seven alternatives, Alternatives B and F
were selected for further analysis using the full morphological model. These two options
alternately avoid the USACE sand dike footprint and avoid the Monomoy NWR, while
providing similar benefits to the Stage Harbor FNP and Crescent Beach, based on their
hydrodynamic performance.
Although shoreline change was not directly modeled with the Delft 3D analysis, both
Alternatives B and F illustrated substantial reductions in tidal current velocities along the
Crescent Beach shoreline (Figures 26 and 30, respectively). In addition, this reduction in
current velocities occurs both downstream (west) and upstream (east) of the proposed
structure arrays. As the influence of tidal currents is directly responsible for rapid erosion
of Crescent Beach, these reductions in nearshore tidal velocities will substantially improve
long-term beach stability.

Figure 24. Color shaded contours of velocity change resulting from Alternative A.0 (long groin only)
compared to non-structured conditions. Blue shades indicate areas where velocity decreases, while
red shades indicate areas of increased velocities in the alternative. The -5 ft NAVD contour is shown,
along with the 2021 maintenance dredging cut area (black-dash outlined area at inlet).
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Figure 25. Color shaded contours of velocity change resulting from Alternative A.1 (groin with flowparallel vanes) compared to non-structured conditions.

Figure 26. Color shaded contours of velocity change resulting from Alternative B (groin with flowperpendicular vanes) compared to non-structured conditions.
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Figure 27. Color shaded contours of velocity change resulting from Alternative C (short groin with
flow-perpendicular vanes) compared to non-structured conditions.

Figure 28. Color shaded contours of velocity change resulting from Alternative D (short groin with
flow-perpendicular vanes, placed 2700 feet east of inlet) compared to non-structured conditions.
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Figure 29. Color shaded contours of velocity change resulting from Alternative E (dog-leg groin
with flow-perpendicular vanes, placed 2700 feet east of inlet) compared to non-structured conditions.

Figure 30. Color shaded contours of velocity change resulting from Alternative F (long
groinextending from USACE dike, with flow-perpendicular vanes, placed 2700 feet east of inlet)
compared to non-structured conditions.
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4.4 Morphological Modeling of Selected Alternatives
The Fools Inlet hydrodynamic model was run again including sediment transport for existing
conditions (“without project”), and with Alternative B and F structure arrays. Twodimensional sediment transport was computed in the morphological model included with
Delft 3D Flow FM. This next level of analysis allows the impact of the selected alternatives
on sediment movement in the region of Morris Island and Crescent Beach to be better
understood and quantified. The three simulations were run using the same month-long time
period and boundary condition data used with the hydrodynamic model. A characteristic
d50 grain size (mean grain size) of 0.5 mm was applied to the model domain based on
sediment sampling from material dredged from the Stage Harbor FNP. A specific density of
2650 kg/m3 was used in the model runs. Existing conditions model results were
corroborated by comparing the rate of infilling at the Stage Harbor FNP. At the time of this
study, the most recent winter 2021 pre-dredging survey of the FNP (Foth, 2021) has a cut
volume of about 25,000 cu. yds. when dredged to -8 feet MLW by the Barnstable County
dredge. The rate of infilling at the 2021 cut area in the model produced results that are
comparable to the dredge-based rate. It should be noted that the volume of material
dredged from the Stage Harbor entrance in 2020 was approximately five times this amount;
however, this substantially larger volume (a) likely represents more than one year of
channel infilling, and (b) included the influence of several coastal storms. The existing Delft
3D model incorporated typical tidal currents as the driving force for sediment transport and
the influence of storms on increased sediment transport potential was not evaluated.
Initial bathymetric contours used to start each of the three models are shown in Figure 31.
The -5 ft NAVD contour is shown in these plots only as a reference. For the model of existing
conditions (Figure 32), at the end of the simulation, the -5 ft contour of the Morris Island Cut
channel is seen to have extended about 500 feet farther to the west. Some infilling is also
seen within the Stage Harbor channel. For Alternative B, less infilling at the channel occurs
(Figure 33), but the -5 ft contour line still extends farther west, similar to the “without
project” results. With Alternative F (Figure 34), the flow redirected by the structure array
results in a more southwesterly extension of the -5 contour in Morris Island Cut. Similar to
Alternative B, a reduction of infilling at the FNP also is evident in the model results.
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Figure 31. Color shaded contours of the initial bathymetry of the used for month-long morphological
model simulations of non-structured (“without project”) and Alternative B and F structure arrays.
The -5 ft NABD contour is indicated for reference.

Figure 32. Color shaded contours of bathymetry at the end of the month-long morphological model
simulations of the non-structured, “without project” conditions.
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Figure 33. Color shaded contours of bathymetry at the end of the month-long morphological model
simulations of the Alternative B structure array (long jetty with flow-perpendicular vanes, placed
1300 feet east of inlet).

Figure 34. Color shaded contours of bathymetry at the end of the month-long morphological model
simulations of the Alternative F structure array (long jetty extending from USACE dike, with flowperpendicular vanes, placed 2700 feet east of inlet).
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The trends in reduced infilling and increased erosion across the Morris Island Cut region
can be better evaluated from the bathymetric change plots presented in Figures 35 through
39. First, for existing conditions (Figure 35), the areas of infill at the Stage Harbor FNP can
clearly be seen, as can an area of accretion immediately east of the inlet channel, where
sediment is being deposited by tidal currents.
In Figure 36, the same change plot is shown for Alternative B results. It can be seen that
much less infilling of the Stage Harbor FNP occurs, while some erosion occurs at the
structure array as the bathymetry near the array adjusts to the presence of the structure.
When the bathymetric change of existing conditions is subtracted from the change resulting
from Alternative B (Figure 37), the effect of this structure array is more readily apparent.
This plot shows that the sand is being deposited in the lee of the groin, which reduces the
flux of sediment to the Stage Harbor channel.
With the results of Alternative F plotted in Figure 38, it is seen that this array has a much
broader influence on shoaling and erosion patterns in Morris Island Cut, but produces a
similar reduction in shoaling at the Stage Harbor FNP compared to Alternative B. In the
comparison of change between existing conditions and Alternative F presented in Figure 39,
significantly less sediment is being deposited in the area immediately east of the Stage
Harbor channel.

Figure 35. Color shaded contours of bathymetric change at the end of the month-long morphological
model simulations of the non-structured, “without project” conditions. Brown-shaded areas
indicated areas of accretion, while blue-shaded areas indicate areas of erosion.
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Figure 36. Color shaded contours of bathymetric change at the end of the month-long morphological
model simulations of the Alternative B structure array.

Figure 37. Color shaded contours of bathymetric change difference between the “without
project” and the Alternative B structure array alternatives. Brown shades indicate areas where
bathymetry is higher for Alternative B compared to “without project” at the end of the month. Blue
shades indicate areas where bathymetry is lower for Alternative B, compared to “without project”.
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Figure 38. Color shaded contours of bathymetric change at the end of the month-long morphological
model simulations of the Alternative F structure array.

Figure 39. Color shaded contours of bathymetric change difference between the “without
project” and the Alternative F structure array alternatives. Brown shades indicate areas where
bathymetry is higher for Alternative F compared to “without project” at the end of the month. Blue
shades indicate areas where bathymetry is lower for Alternative F, compared to “without project”.
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Additional model output was available to further quantify the differences and benefits of the
modeled alternatives. Sediment flux was output along two observation lines positioned near
the Stage Harbor inlet channel and downstream of both arrays (Figure 40). Observation
Line A is positioned to capture sediment flowing toward the area of the Stage Harbor FNP,
where most recent maintenance dredging has been required. Observation Line B is used to
capture sediment flow toward the reminder of the Stage Harbor inlet channel.
Changes in sedimentation rates at the Stage Harbor FNP depend on the reduction in tidal
currents near the channel. Figure 41 shows a comparison of modeled peak spring tide
velocities at a station east of the FNP channel (indicated in Figure 17). This plot shows that
peak velocities are reduced at this station by more than 1 ft/sec for Alternative B, and about
half that for Alternative F compared to existing conditions. Alternative B causes a larger
reduction at that station because it is in closer proximity to the velocity output location than
the array depicted in Alternative F. Looking more broadly at the change in total transport
across Observation Line A (Figure 40) shown in Figure 42, it is seen that the two structure
arrays produce a similar reduction in sediment movement toward the Stage Harbor FNP,
with Alternative B performing slightly better. When the flux across both Lines A and B
together are considered (Figure 43), it is seen that that the Alternative F array causes a much
greater overall reduction of sediment flux toward the channel. Alternative F is better
positioned in the existing conditions flow field, and as a result does a better job of reducing
overall sediment flux to the west.

Figure 40. Map of Morris Island Cut vicinity, showing Alternative B and F structure arrays (blue and
white lines, respectively) and Observation Lines A and B, used to determine total sediment transport
flux toward the harbor inlet channel.
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Figure 41. Time series of tidal velocity magnitudes at the same station used for Figure 16, showing
the change in maximum spring tide velocities near the Stage Harbor entrance channel with the
presence of Alternative B and F structure arrays.

Figure 42. Time series of cumulative total sediment transport flux (suspended and bedload transport)
computed at Observation Line A for three modeled alternatives (“without project, Alternative B and
Alternative F).
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Figure 43. Time series of cumulative total sediment transport flux (suspended and bedload transport)
computed for Observation Line A and B together, for three modeled alternatives (“without project,
Alternative B and Alternative F).

Transport flux at Observation Lines A and B is presented as a percentage of present
conditions in Figures 44 and 45. These figures show how the percentage varies with time,
through the course of the simulation period. These results also show that over time the
percentage converges on a final value before the end of the model run. At Observation Line
A (Figure 44), it is seen that both arrays reduce flux toward the Stage Harbor channel
similarly, to between 30 and 40 percent of “without project” conditions. When considering
the total transport across Observation Lines A and B together (Figure 45), it is seen again
that the Alternative F array significantly outperforms Alternative B. The total transport flux is
reduced by 30% for Alternative B, while with the Alternative F array, total transport is
reduced by 60% from existing, “without project” conditions. Similar to the transport flux
results that these plots are based on, they indicate that Alternative F outperforms Alternative
B on the larger scale, when considering its ability to influence sediment transport in the
larger region of Morris Island Cut.
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Figure 44. Total sediment transport computed for Alternatives B and F expressed as a percentage of
total transport computed for “without project” at Observation Line A.

Figure 45. Total sediment transport computed for Alternatives B and F expressed as a percentage of
total transport computed for “without project”, at both Observation Line A and B together.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations
The formation of Fools Inlet in 2017 initiated a cascade of impacts to the Stage Harbor/Morris
Island region. The collapse of the South Beach barrier has led to greatly increased infilling
of the Stage Harbor FNP, as well as severe coastal bank erosion at the Monomoy NWR
headquarters. Other less immediately apparent effects of tidal currents from the new inlet
include the loss of nearly 80 feet of barrier beach width at the USACE Crescent Beach dike,
with erosion rates of up to 18 feet per year along the entire beach.
Based on past cycles of breaching and reformation of the South Beach spit, it is estimated
that Fools Cut will remain open between ten and twenty years. Within this time frame, it is
likely that continued erosion at Crescent Beach would lead to the breach of the USACE dike,
further complicating the maintenance of the Stage Harbor navigation channel, as well as
impact the long-term sustainability of harbor infrastructure and marine and wetland
resources protected by the barrier beach and dike system.
To mitigate for the severe ongoing impacts associated with the tidal currents generated by
Fools Cut, a variety of alternatives were evaluated ranging from the ‘no action’ alternative to
inlet relocation to structural options to redirect tidal flows. The overall alternatives
assessment concluded that temporary structural options offered the most practicable
approach for addressing both coastal erosion and navigation channel infilling concerns.
Seven structural arrays were developed for the purpose of alleviating channel shoaling and
shoreline erosion. Location, size and number of array elements were varied in the seven
different configurations. Array elements included a shore-connected groin to redirect tidal
flows away from the shoreline of Crescent Beach, and a number of smaller vanes that are
intended to increase the flow training capacity of the array with less footprint compared to a
solid/continuous structure. The shore-connected groin segments were deemed necessary
to ensure that the structure array did not potentially cause a local increase in current
velocities landward of the vanes and scour the beach. Flow-perpendicular vanes were
found to provide the maximum reduction in tidal currents within the Morris Island Cut by
increasing flow resistance in the vicinity of the array relative to the open water of the Cut.
The proximity of the Monomoy NWF boundary to the 1964 USACE inlet project imposes
practical restrictions on the size on any alternative due to issues related to environmental
permitting and federal government jurisdiction and coordination.
After testing the performance of an initial group of the seven configurations,
morphodynamic modeling was performed on the two most promising arrays to determine
optimum structure placement.
The alternative developed in this study that offers the best overall performance is also sited
to minimize impacts to the Monomoy NWF and USACE project. Alternative F (Figure 21)
reduces sediment flux toward the Stage Harbor FNP by 60 percent, while greatly curtailing
erosional currents along the narrowest area of Crescent Beach. This alternative has no
structural elements within the Monomoy NWR.
Although shoreline change was not directly modeled with the Delft 3D analysis, Alternative
F illustrated substantial reductions in tidal current velocities along the Crescent Beach
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shoreline (Figure 30). In addition, this reduction in current velocities occurs both
downstream (west) and upstream (east) of the proposed structure arrays. As the influence
of tidal currents is directly responsible for rapid erosion of Crescent Beach, these reductions
in nearshore tidal velocities will substantially improve long-term beach stability.
It is recommended that further development of the Alternative F array be undertaken to
reduce maintenance dredging requirements for the Stage Harbor navigation channel to
maintain inlet stability and address coastal erosion issues along Crescent Beach to improve
coastal resilience of the barrier beach system. Since only a temporary structure would be
needed, it is likely that this structure array could be constructed using steel sheeting (often
used for marine bulkheads), which would be removed and recycled at the time when the
array was no longer needed.
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7. Appendix A - Stage Harbor Chronology
Late 1800s - breach between Morris Island and Little Beach, approximately where
Outermost Harbor Marine located and Stage Harbor begins to fill with sand
1901 - Completion of original Corps NAV project, authorized in 1890 consisted of a 6-footdeep channel through the bars at the eastern end of Harding Beach.
1905 - Timber dike built to stop sand (remnants of the east end often visible at low tide)
1934 - Sand dike built (South Beach continues to break up)
1940 - Winter storm breach of sand dike
• Connection between Chatham Harbor and Stage Harbor, approximately in the
location of Outermost Harbor Marine
 land access to Monomoy restricted to spring low tides
 Stage Harbor shoaling with sand deposited on every high tide
• Bridge constructed to replace sand dike
1944 – Hurricane of 1944 destroyed bridge
1950 - Selectmen seek Corps assistance and also set up a town committee to study the
problem.
• Sufficient water for boats to pass between Chatham Harbor and Stage Harbor at
high tide
• Corps recommends construction of a dike, however, no federal funds available
• town conducts privately financed study of several different plans, including:
 maintaining channel between Chatham Harbor and Stage Harbor
 construction of timber bulkhead.
1953 - town meeting authorized dike based on a Massachusetts DPW plan for large earthen
dike across opening to Stage Harbor.
• Final design skirted portions of the marsh and expanded Stage Harbor by
dredging sand used to create the causeway.
1957 - Corps dredged Stage Harbor and used the sand to build the Morris Island causeway
to the west of the spit north from Morris Island
• Project authorized by authorized by 1945 River and Harbor Act
• Cost $436,240
• 240,000 CY of dredged sand from Stage Harbor used for causeway foundation
and to fill in Little Beach marsh and wetlands
• Corps completed dredging a 10-foot-deep channel in October, extending 2.5
miles from Chatham Roads in Nantucket Sound, around the southeastern flank of
Harding Beach, to Stage Harbor.
1960s - Horne's Marina (now Outermost Harbor Marine) was established where the breach
between Stage Harbor and Chatham Harbor previously existed.
1961 - Break in the barrier beach connecting Morris and Monomoy Islands caused
significant shoaling of Federal channel from Monomoy Beach to the south
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1962 - Local interests dredge emergency channel to 8-foot depth in June
1963 – Local interests perform additional dredging
1964 – Minimal maintenance dredging by the Federal Government in April and May to
provide
1965 - Existing project, authorized by 1945 River and Harbor Act and amended by Design
Memoranda for major maintenance work, approved by the Chief of Engineers in
September 1962 and October 1964.
• Project elements:
 Relocation of Original Channel
 Construction of 10 feet deep x150 feet wide x 2.1 miles long extending from
Chatham Roads in Nantucket Sound to the upper harbor.
 500-foot-long stone jetty at the southwestern end of the relocated channel;
 2,500-foot-long sand dike extending from Harding Beach across the harbor to
Morris Island; and
 1,500-footlong timber jetty adjacent to the dike (portions of the timber jetty
were removed in 1982 and 1991 as a danger to navigation after deterioration
rendered it no longer effective).
• Design Memos:
 (Chatham (Stage) Harbor, Massachusetts, channel maintenance report: U S Army
Engineer Div, New England, 16p, Waltham, Mass., Oct 1963.)
1963 Design Memorandum provided for channel relocation and construction
of a dike to close the breach in Monomoy Beach. Worsening conditions in the
breach area resulted in reconsideration and reevaluation of the plan. Memo
reviews physical changes that occurred during preceding year and discuses
feasibility of proposed dike construction and its possible effect on navigation
problems within the Pleasant Bay area.
 (Channel maintenance problem, Chatham (Stage) Harbor, Massachusetts: US
Army Corps of Engineers, Comm Tidal Hydr, 11 p, Vicksburg, Miss., Dec 1963.)
1964 Supplemental Design Memorandum provided for relocation of channel
through Harding Beach and construction of a 2,500-foot long sand dike from
Harding Beach to Morris Island across the natural harbor mouth, construction
of a 1,500-foot long timber pile jetty near the dike and two stone jetties near
the channel relocation - the west jetty 500 feet long and the inner jetty 350 feet
long. “A report on restoration and maintenance of Stage Harbor Channel near
Chatham Harbor and of Pleasant Bay Channel.”
1967 - USACE records indicate that the 300 -foot extension to the west jetty was constructed.
1987 - Area remained stable until the 1987 break in North Beach across from the lighthouse.
• Subsequent erosion in 1991 led to a lengthy study of ways to protect the
shoreline, but South Beach ended up connecting to the mainland just south of
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Lighthouse Beach, protecting Little Beach from the ocean as it had in the late
1800s and early 1900s.
2018 - Significant flooding with series of nor'easters with water from Little Beach area
entering Stage Harbor in the vicinity of the old cut.
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8. Appendix B - 1964 US Army Corps of Engineers Stage
Harbor Plan
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